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When two lowlifes rob a gas station, murder the attendant, and then incinerate bystanders who are
filling up their minivan, the Manceford County, North Carolina, police quickly arrest the killers at a
nearby motel.
But a stubborn judge throws out the case because the suspects were not read their rights, leaving
Sheriff Bobby Lee Baggett and Lieutenant Cam Richter to face the anger of the victims’ families.
Soon thereafter, a mysterious e-mail arrives in the department: a link to a video of one of the
murderers being executed in a homemade electric chair, ending with a voice announcing, “That’s
one.” The shocking video spreads throughout the Internet, drawing the attention of local, state, and
federal authorities and national media, and putting intense pressure on Bobby Lee and Cam to find
the vigilante before he claims his second victim.
Assigned to head the search, Cam finds himself resented by some of his fellow officers and subtly
threatened by others. His job is further complicated by the fact that the offending judge is also his
ex-wife and now—after years apart, and an uneasy reconciliation—his sometime lover. Cam’s
questions lead him to a remote mountain area in western North Carolina and a group of daredevils
who call themselves “the cat dancers”—so named because they have tracked the last wild mountain
lions in the region to their dens, where they have photographed the animals face-to-face, or died
trying. Cam must hunt this group and the cats they seek, or become their next target.
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Andriodtargeted
This was a captivating and very interesting mystery. The action scenes are almost continuous, and
are gripping in detail and suspense. The tension is as tight as a stretched wire, and continues up to
the very end. The plot is loaded with twists and turns that keep the reader from ever getting a leg
up on "who done it." All of these factors make this book one where you have to ration your reading
sessions, so that all of the enjoyment doesn't go by too fast. Another winner for Deutermann that
should not be missed by any mystery fan.
ladushka
As usual , I'm starting to say all the time, DEUTERMANN delivered another exciting and thrilling
story
I'm always learning something new in his books and this one as no different. His character
development is wonderful, the story hard to put down and the ending satisfying
.On to the next one!
Burilar
PT deutermann I just started reading him am reading the last book in this series they're very hard to
put down excellent author
Tiv
This was my first "Cam Richter" novel, which I finished about ten days ago, and then started the
next one right away (sorry, the title escapes me). Loved the story. I've read many of Deutermann's
books, and he always spins an involved mystery. Keeps you thinking through the whole book. This
one uses the police detective hero instead of a military hero (previous books I've read). I liked that
and that the story involves the Great Smoky Mountain National Park, western North Carolina, and
mountain lions. Looking forward to "Moonpool", "Nightwatchers" and more Cam Richter!
MrRipper
Love PT Deutermann's work. This is the first of the Cam Richter series that I have read, and I have
to admit that PT has been a little slow to develop Cam's personality in this one. I am now reading
Spider Mountain (book 2 of 4 of the series) and Cam is a little better developed in this one.
Angana
Excellent: clever plot, well written.
Arihelm
An interesting and enjoyable read.
It was very hard to stop reading. Always some new twist.
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